Voyager PRO UC
®

Unify PC and mobile communications
Designed for mobile professionals in the office or on-the-go, the Plantronics Voyager PRO UC
headset system with multipoint technology lets you seamlessly switch between calls on your PC and
mobile phone. Incorporating wideband audio that sharpens PC voice transmissions and streaming
audio, the Voyager PRO UC headset features dual-mic AudioIQ2 and WindSmart® technologies to
ensure you hear every word and your unique voice is heard clearly despite the noise around you.

Voyager PRO UC
®

Unify PC and mobile communications
Voyager Pro UC Benefits

Voyager Pro UC Headset Features

Seamless communication. Multipoint technology allows you to
manage calls from both your PC and your mobile phone using
a single headset every way and everywhere you need to connect.

Operating Frequency

Bluetooth version 2.1: 2.4 GHz

Wearing Style

Over-the-ear, discreet style

Robust audio. Wideband PC audio delivers rich, life-like fidelity,
while dual noise-canceling microphones heighten speech clarity.

Digital Encryption

128-bit

Simple call control. A single button lets you control call
answer/end, volume and mute. Call alert notifies you of incoming
calls while you’re listening to streaming audio. Voyager PRO UC
includes Plantronics PerSono® Suite software for feature setting
capabilities and selected softphone call control.

DSP (Digital Signal Processing)

Yes

PC Wideband Audio

Yes

Range

Up to 33 feet with Class 2 range

Plantronics Voyager PRO UC. The Voyager PRO UC is the most
advanced noise-canceling Bluetooth® headset available, offering
AudioIQ ² technology with its adaptive 20-band equalizer, and
three layers of WindSmart® technology to ensure that you hear
every word and that your voice is heard clearly despite the noise
around you. Plus Voyager PRO UC offers a sleek wearing style for
the on-the-go mobile professional.

Headset Weight

17.5 grams

Headset Controls

Volume, mute, call answer/end

Dual Connection

PC and mobile phone

Switch Calls

Answer whichever device is ringing

Adaptive Battery Power

Optimizes energy consumption

Battery-Enabled Talk Time

Up to 6 hours, 120 hours standby

Microphone Style

Noise-canceling with dual mic and Audio IQ

Remote Ring Notification

Yes

Single-Button Call Control

Yes

Choose your version of Voyager Pro UC
Optimized for Microsoft Office Communicator (OCS) 2007
version designed to provide all your call control with OCS.

Voyager PRO UC WG201/B

Unified Communcations standard version built for UC
applications and softphones from Cisco, Microsoft, IBM, Avaya
and more. Check www.plantronics.com\personosuite for the
latest list of softphones supported.
Voyager PRO UC WG200/B

Plantronics Voyager PRO UC headset
with Bluetooth USB dongle

For more information about Voyager PRO UC
or other Plantronics products, please visit our
Web site at www.plantronics.com
TEL: 800-544-4660 (USA AND CANADA)
831-426-5858 (OUTSIDE USA)
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